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This thesis is concerned with the design and development of statistical graphics software—programs to help draw graphs. Graphs serve two major functions in statistics. Firstly, graphs are used for exploratory data analysis—for detecting the message in a set of data—and secondly, graphs are used for data display—for presenting the message in a set of data.

The most important feature of software for exploratory data analysis is extensibility. This is the ability to quickly and easily develop new graphical images and is vital for being able to explore a data set in many different ways. The most important feature of software for data display is customisation. This is the ability to finetune a graphical image in great detail and is vital for the production of presentation-quality graphics. In both cases it is important that a graphical image should be constructed to best explore or show-off the peculiarities of a specific data set.

A pervading theme of this thesis is that statistical graphics software should be flexible. The software tools described herein allow graphical images to be modified in arbitrary ways; the structure of graphical images is also arbitrary and not restricted to standard graphic formats; a simple, coherent method, based on a general constraint system, for developing novel graphical images is explored; and a mechanism for specifying the arrangement of the components of a graphical image is introduced. Some of these ideas are incorporated within an existing statistical analysis package.
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Terminology

In this thesis, a **graph** or **plot** is simply considered to be a collection of graphical elements. The graphical elements may be anything from basic **graphical primitives** such as lines, rectangles, and text to complex statistical objects such as axes, boxplots, and scatterplots. The latter are often referred to as **plotting elements**. Plotting elements are considered to be made up of a number of **components**. For example, the components of an axis are a major line, a number of tick-marks, and a label. Figure 1 shows the terminology used in this thesis for the standard components of a graph.
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**Figure 1**: The common components of a graph.